
Terms and conditions of the Hoyer Group

§ 1 General - Scope 
(1) The legal relationship between the customer and the Hoyer group of companies, consisting of Wilhelm Hoyer KG, 
Hoyer G.m.b.H.,  Finke Mineralölwerk GmbH, H.O.T. Hanseatic Oil Trading GmbH and all other members of the Hoyer 
Company Group, all hereinafter referred to as Hoyer, are governed exclusively by Hoyer General Terms and Conditions 
and any other written agreements. The content of Hoyer General Terms and Conditions applies unless written 
agreements or order confirmations otherwise require. Any conditions opposing or deviating from Hoyer General Terms 
and Conditions of the customer shall not apply to the contractual relationship. Hoyer General Terms and Conditions 
shall however also apply even when Hoyer, aware of contradictory or deviating conditions of the customer, proceeds 
with delivery to the customer without reservation.
(2) All the agreements reached between Hoyer and the customer for the purpose of fulfilling this contract shall be set 
down in writing in the contract and added to Hoyer General Terms and Conditions.
(3) All models, samples, analysis data provide only non-binding indications of the average quality of the goods, unless 
certain features are guaranteed in writing. With standardised products, the tolerances permitted within the reference 
standard shall apply.
(4) Offers from Hoyer are subject to change. 

§ 2 Prices 
(1) Hoyer ex-factory prices exclude packaging, toll charges and product-related special charges, such as waste oil 
levy, GGVSEB (Ordinance on the transport of dangerous goods by road, rail, and inland waterways) surcharges and 
transport-related cost proportion. 
(2) A decisive fact is that the quoted prices have been calculated without value added tax,and exclude the statutory 
stockpiling levy (EBV), mineral oil tax, customs and industry standard surcharges such as the registered society 
Institut für Wärme und Oeltechnik (Institute of Thermal and Oil Technology)
(3) VAT is not included in the prices. This will be separately accounted for in its statutory amount in the invoice on the 
day of invoicing, and is due from the customer. If the customer is a consumer as defined by § 13 of the German Civil 
Code (BGB9 the legal value added tax is included in the price.
(4) The price will be calculated based on the Hoyer price valid on the delivery day.
(5) If, in case of prices agreed upon until delivery day, the burdens applied to production, turnover and transport such 
as duties, taxes, freight are changed or re-established, then the purchase price to be paid by the customer will change 
accordingly. In case of a carriage-free delivery free, the agreed price is valid only under the condition of unhindered 
transit. 

§ 3 Payments 
(1) Payments shall be made without any deduction. To deduct a discount, an express written agreement is required.
(2) The purchase price is due for payment within 10 days from the invoice date. For Hoyer, a decisive element to 
determine payment punctuality is the payment receipt. If payment is not made on time, the customer is automatically in 
default without the need for a separate reminder. 
(3) The amount of a check shall only be credited when its counter value including associated costs is unconditionally 
available for Hoyer.
(4) The customer may only offset claims which are legally established, uncontested or recognised by Hoyer. The 
customer is only authorised to exercise a lien if its counterclaim is based on the same contractual relationship and is 
legally established, undisputed or recognised by Hoyer.
(5) Hoyer is entitled at any time to demand a sufficient guarantee to secure its debt claims, even those not yet due. If 
circumstances arise that justify doubts about the solvency or creditworthiness of the customer, e.g. non-fulfilment of 
payment terms, late cashing of checks, bills of exchange or direct debits, Hoyer is also entitled to refuse delivery until 
counter-performance has been effected within the same contractual relationship or an appropriate guarantee provided.
(6) Hoyer is entitled at any time to offset a debt claim of the customer with a debt claim that one of the companies of the 
Hoyer Group has towards the customer. The reciprocity of debt claims is insofar agreed. 

§ 4 Delivery, shipping, transport and packaging 
(1)  Hoyer shall choose the delivery mechanism or the warehouse of departure.
(2) Hoyer shall determine the type of shipment, forwarding agent and/or freight carrier. Transport insurance shall be taken 
out only upon express request and at the expense of the customer. With the handover to the customer, its drivers, the 
freight forwarder or carrier, at the latest when they leave the shipping or delivery point, risks - including confiscation - are 
transferred to the customer.  The transport risk is borne by the customer. In case of delivery per inland waterway vessels, 
tank wagons or tankers, we accept no liability for compliance with certain input temperatures In case of carriage-free 
delivery, the delivery of bulk lots is carried out free of charge in tankers to the shipment address. 
(3) Delivery is carried out in tank wagons - under railway official title - up to the receiving station The customer is obliged 
to empty tank wagons immediately and send them back to the shipping point without cargo and free of charge. If the tank 
wagon has not been emptied within 48 hours and handed over in an undamaged and clean condition for return transport, 
from this time onwards the customer will be charged at the usual rental and demurrage rates. The customer is entitled to 
prove that Hoyer has suffered no or a lesser damage.
(4) For deliveries in customer packagings, Hoyer is not obliged to check the latter for suitability, cleanliness and capacity. 
With regard to this, Hoyer assumes no liability. 

§ 5 Acceptance and inspection 
(1) If the customer is in default of acceptance or culpably violates other cooperation obligations (e.g. prior timely 
clarification of technical issues), Hoyer can require having the resulting damage replaced and any additional expenses 
returned. 
(2) If the conditions of para. (1) exist, the risk of accidental loss or deterioration of the purchased items at the time 
when the customer is in default is transferred to the customer.
(3) The purchased goods must be collected immediately, and those purchased on demand within a month. If the goods 
are not collected on time, Hoyer shall, irrespective of other rights, cancel the contract and refuse delivery. In all these 
cases, the customer is liable for the whole damage suffered by Hoyer. 

§ 6 Delivery periods, delivery dates and damage caused by delay 
(1) Complying with delivery dates by Hoyer, or the beginning of delivery periods implies the timely and proper fulfilment 
of the customer's obligations, including the prior clarification of all technical questions by the customer. Until the customer 
provides complete clarification, Hoyer is not obliged to deliver.
(2) Under statutory provisions, Hoyer shall be liable provided the delay in delivery is based on a wilful or grossly 
negligent breach of contract by Hoyer. Any fault of Hoyer's representatives or agents shall be attributed to Hoyer. Hoyer 
is only liable for foreseeable and typically occurring damage, provided there is intent or gross negligence. In case of 
delayed delivery, Hoyer shall be liable for any full week of delay up to a maximum amount equal to 2% of the contract 
value. Regardless of the period of delay, liability shall be limited to a maximum total of 6% of the contract value. 

§ 7 Delivery obstacles 
(1) If Hoyer's production or that of presuppliers is not sufficient to supply all customers, Hoyer has the right to 
proportionally assign, restrict or suspend deliveries in its sole discretion.
(2) Force majeure and other exceptional circumstances, such as labour disputes, sovereign acts and transport 
disruptions, trade and energy policy changes, operational disturbances of a substantial nature, destruction, loss and 
damage of the goods ordered by Hoyer, irrespective of whether they have occurred at Hoyer or a supplier, and which 
could not be averted by Hoyer despite the customary and reasonable care taken in individual cases, exempt Hoyer from 
the duty to perform for the duration of their effects. If these conditions lead to the permanent impossibility of providing 
services, Hoyer is permanently exempt from the obligation to perform. 

§ 8 Delivery quantity 
(1) For quantity determination, in case of  delivery in tank wagons, barges, tanks, drums, cans and other containers, the 
weight or volume established at the warehouse/plant of departure by Hoyer or Hoyer representatives shall prevail. For 
delivery by tankers, the weight or volume detected by Hoyer at the point of reception using calibrated measuring devices 
shall prevail.
(2) For the delivery of fats, the indication of quantity shall be understood to include the container. 

§ 9 Return of containers 
(1)  Loaned containers, tanks, packagings and gas cylinders shall be emptied and immediately returned to Hoyer 
freight charges prepaid, in their original condition. This does not apply to containers which cannot be reclaimed with 
usual market practices and proceed with delivery to the customer's property.
(2) When containers are returned not completely emptied, the remaining content will not be reimbursed. Any 
necessarily resulting cleaning costs shall be charged to the customer. The risk of loss and damage to packagings 
shall be borne by the customer.
(3) For the disassembly and return transport of containers, as long as no particular difficulties arise and the container 
can be directly collected with a 5 m long crane boom, Hoyer calculates a lump sum of € 275.00 net excluding the 
applicable statutory VAT. Should vacuuming up the container be required prior to transport, these costs shall be 
borne by the customer. Any additional expenditure caused by particular difficulties in dismantling, return transport and/
or vacuuming up shall be borne by the customer. 

§ 10 Taxes, levies and duties 
(1)  If the goods are delivered subject to advantaged customs duties and/or tax privileges, the official permit shall be 
submitted to Hoyer for the intended purpose of use in time before delivery. If the permit has not been granted or 
renewed, or has been withdrawn, Hoyer will deliver and invoice the goods in accordance with the applicable general 
Customs and tax rates applicable on the date of delivery.
(2) Hoyer is not obliged to check the validity of the permit and the legal requirements for the delivery of advantaged 
goods. The customer has to arrange for the extension or renewal in good time before the expiry of the permit, and submit 
it to Hoyer unsolicited.
(3) If the customer is a trustee within the meaning of the applicable provisions of the Energy Tax Act or a dealer/
intermediary who does not acquire the material possession of tax-advantaged goods, they shall be liable towards Hoyer 
for the outstanding commodity levies. 

§ 11 Retention of title and merchandise return
(1)  The goods are always delivered under retention of title. Hoyer retains title to the purchased goods until full receipt 
of the purchase price payment. Furthermore, Hoyer shall retain title to the purchased goods until receipt of all 
payments for any debts owed, for whatever legal reason, to Hoyer, arising from the business relationship with the 
customer at the time the contract, or that have already arisen or will arise only in the future.
(2) Should the customer's behaviour be contrary to the contract, especially in case of default of payment, Hoyer is 
entitled to take back the purchased goods. Taking back the purchased goods shall not constitute withdrawal from the 
contract, unless it is expressly declared in writing. The seizure of the purchased goods by Hoyer always constitutes a 
withdrawal from the contract. Hoyer is entitled to utilise the purchased goods after taking them back. Proceeds shall be 
calculated on the customer's liabilities - less reasonable costs, transport costs, tax charges and margins.
(3) In case of withdrawal of the purchased goods, Hoyer debt claim against the customer is reduced by the proceeds 
obtained as per para. (2), provided the purchased goods are still usable.
(4) The items supplied to the customer within the scope of a supply agreement for temporary use shall remain the 
property of Hoyer and do not become the property of the customer or a third party, even if they are firmly attached to 
the ground. The supplied items shall not be part of a property (§ 95 BGB).
(5) The customer is obliged to handle the goods delivered under retention of title (e.g. containers, gas cylinders) as 
well as the items provided only for temporary use with the utmost care. In particular, he is obliged to insure them 
against fire, water and theft at replacement value at his own expense. If maintenance and inspection work is 
necessary, the customer must carry it out in good time at his own expense, or have it carried out within the framework 
of a maintenance or supply agreement with Hoyer.
(6) In case of seizure or other third-party access to the reserved property or supplied items, the customer shall 
immediately notify Hoyer in writing. If the third party is not able to reimburse Hoyer the judicial and extrajudicial costs 
of a lawsuit pursuant to § 771 ZPO, the customer shall be liable for the loss incurred by Hoyer as a joint debtor along 
with the third party. In case of theft of the purchased goods supplied under retention of title or the items provided, the 
customer shall immediately inform Hoyer.
(7) The customer is entitled to further resell the purchased goods in the ordinary course of business. The customer 
shall, however, transfer Hoyer the money in the amount of the final invoice amount (including VAT) - and thus reduce 
Hoyer debt claims against the customer - obtained by the customer from reselling the purchased goods to his 
customers or third parties - regardless of whether the object of sale has been further sold without or after being 
processed.
(8) The customer is also entitled to use the goods under retention of title in the ordinary course of business while 
performing a contract for services, labour or materials. In this case, the customer shall transfer Hoyer the debt claims 
in connection with and resulting from the contract for services, labour or materials in the value of the goods together 
with any default interest at the statutory rate.
(9) If between the customer and Hoyer exists a current account relationship, the debt claim transferred in advance to 
Hoyer by the customer also refers to the accepted balance and, in case of insolvency of the customer, to the then 
existing "causal" balance. Hoyer has the power in any case to collect the debt itself. However, Hoyer undertakes not to 
collect the debt as long as the customer meets its payment obligations with the collected proceeds, does not run into 
default of payment and, in particular, no application to open insolvency or composition or bankruptcy proceedings has 
been filed. If, however, this is the case, Hoyer may demand that the customer discloses the transferred debt claims 
and the associated debtors, provides all information necessary for collection, hands over the relevant documents, and 
informs the debtors (third parties) of the transfer.
(10) The purchased goods shall be always processed or transformed by the customer for Hoyer. If the purchased 
goods are processed with other items not belonging to Hoyer, or inseparably mixed, Hoyer shall acquire joint 
ownership of the new object in proportion to the value of the purchased goods (final invoice amount, including VAT), 
as far as the processed or mixed items are concerned at the time of processing or mixing. For the goods resulting 
from processing or mixing, the same applies, however, as the purchased goods delivered under reservation. If the 
mixing is such that the customer's item is to be regarded as the main item, it is agreed that the customer transfers 
Hoyer proportional co-ownership. The customer shall keep the co-ownership for Hoyer.
(11) To guarantee the debt claims made against it, the customer shall transfer Hoyer also the debt claims against a 
third party arising by connecting the purchased goods with a plot of land.
(12) Hoyer undertakes to release the guarantees it is entitled upon request of the customer insofar as the realisable 
value of its guarantees exceeds the debt claims to be guaranteed by more than 10%. The choice of the guarantees to 
be released resides with Hoyer. 

§ 12 Liability 
(1)  Warranty claims by the customer presuppose that the latter has properly fulfilled its inspection and notification 
obligations under § 377 HGB.
(2) Insofar a defect exists in the purchased goods, Hoyer is entitled at its option to a supplementary performance in 
terms of removal of defects or delivery of new defect-free products. In the case of removal of defects, Hoyer shall 
bear all the expenses necessary for rectifying defects, in particular transport, travel, labour and material costs, 
provided these are not increased by transporting the purchased goods to a place other than the place of performance.
(3) If supplementary performance is missing, the customer can demand either withdrawal or reduction at its option.
(4) Under the statutory provisions, Hoyer shall be liable provided it infringes an essential contractual obligation 
intentionally or with gross negligence. Any fault of Hoyer's representatives or agents shall be attributed to Hoyer. 
Hoyer is only liable for foreseeable and typically occurring damage, provided there is intent or gross negligence.
(5) Insofar as damage compensation is due to the customer instead of performance, the Hoyer liability is limited to 
compensation for the foreseeable, typically occurring damage as per para. (3).
(6) Liability for intent and gross negligence as well as liability for culpable damage to life, the body or health, and 
liability under the Product Liability Act remain unaffected. 
(7) The limitation period for warranty claims is 12 months calculated from the transfer of risk. The limitation period in 
case of delivery recourse pursuant to §§ 478, 479 BGB remains unaffected. It is five years from the defective item 
delivery.
(8) Any additional liability as provided above, is excluded - regardless of the legal nature of the asserted claim. This 
applies in particular to claims for damages resulting from contract closing due to other breaches of duty or tort claims 
for property damage pursuant to § 823 BGB.
(9) As far as Hoyer liability for damages is excluded or limited, this also applies with regard to the personal liability for 
damages of employees, workers, staff in general, representatives and agents from Hoyer. 

§ 13 Loaned containers 
(1) The storage of all containers licensed by Hoyer, such as tanks, containers, gas bottles, drums, etc. takes place, in 
principle, at the customer's risk. The customer must also insure the risk towards a third party. The customer is 
responsible for compliance with the storage conditions for flammable and water hazardous gases and liquids. After 
being emptied, the containers shall be returned in perfect condition. The use of containers for purposes other than those 
contractually specified is prohibited without the Hoyer's consent. For safety reason, damaged containers and tanks may 
not be used. They shall be specially marked and returned to Hoyer unsolicited.
(2) If the customer is late to return containers or tanks, Hoyer is entitled to invoice the replacement value, where gas 
cylinders shall be calculated as follows: 2 kg, 3 kg and 5 kg liquefied gas bottle € 30.00, 11 kg liquefied gas bottle € 
35.00, 33 kg liquefied gas bottle € 80.00, Technical Gases (acetylene) 10 l (1.6 kg) 235.00 €, 20 l (3.2 kg) 280.00 €, 50 l 
(10 kg) 410.00 € and air gases 10 l 195.00 €, 20 l 230.00 €, 50 l 300.00 €; Hoyer warehouse metal range type 280.00 €. 
All prices exclude the statutory VAT in the applicable amount. 

§ 14 Tanks and systems 
(1) Each tank system and any extensions and changes thereof shall be inspected and approved to the extent required 
by law before first use at the customer's expense, in accordance with the official regulations and directives and the 
latest standards of technology. Written proof of the proper acceptance shall be delivered to Hoyer for delivery release.
(2) The customer is obliged to have all statutory inspections performed on schedule. The customer shall take on the 
warranty for the perfect condition of its tanks and accessories and shall bear all maintenance and inspection costs. 

§ 15 Other 
(1) If the customer is a merchant, the place of jurisdiction is the district court Rotenburg (Wümme) or the regional court 
of Verden (Aller); Hoyer, however, has the right to sue the customer even at its domicile or residence.
(2) The law of the Federal Republic of Germany applies; the applicability of the UN sales convention and conflict-of-law 
rules is excluded.
(3) Hoyer registered office is also the place of fulfilment.
(4) Information in accordance with § 26 BDSG: As part of the business transactions, personal data may also be stored 
in group companies/subsidiaries and delivering sites. 

Visselhövede, January 2013 
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